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Instructor Insight is a software solution that integrates with your LMS and provides metrics on the engagement and performance of your instructors in their courses. The LMS contains tons of data that help schools to identify both strong and struggling students, right? But the LMS also contains that same amount of data on how the instructor interacts with his or her students. Frequency of course log-in, timeliness of grading and grade distribution can help schools find their best instructors and offer coaching to all instructors.

Key Features

- Dashboard showing all instructors and their Key Performance Indicators:
  - Frequency of course log-in
  - Percentage of at-risk students in the course
  - Timeliness of grading
  - Backlog of submitted but ungraded assignments
- Ability to trigger automated email alerts based on instructor behavior
- Archive that allows administrators to review past instructor performance
- Notes can be added over time to instructors’ records, shortening the time it takes to perform evaluations.
- Data is measured against peer performance
- Several measures of course participation via discussion posts
- Snippets of grading feedback
- Grade distribution
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Instructor Insight takes the great data you already have in your LMS and presents it to you in a way you can use. You’ll have the tools to make your instructors – and your classes – more productive.

Important Benefits

- Gives you a real-time window into your classrooms
- Allows you to see and define “normal” instructor actions and activity
- Reduces the time investment to perform instructor evaluations
- Raises immediate “red flags” for lack of activity or abnormal grade distribution
- Ties instructor behaviors to the overall risk level of the students in that class
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